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cry do yonder carrion birds make !" and therewithal he laid him
down in his bed, from whence he never rose again.
His host and hostess, that all this while noted his troubled mind,
began to commune betwixt themselves thereof. And the man said,
he knew not what were best to be done.
" By my consent," quoth he, " the matter should pass, for I think
it is not best to meddle on him."
"What, man," quoth she, " faint you now ? Have you done so
many, and do you shrink at this ? Then showing him a great deal of
gold that Cole had left with her she said, cc Would it not grieve a
body's heart to lose this ? Hang the old churl! what should he do
living any longer ? He hath too much, and we have too little. Tut,
husband, let the thing be done, and then this is our own."
Deloney's occasional success in the use of dramatic effect; hi$De/oney*s
liking for a sub-plot, or at any rate for a subordinate story, tomenfsan^
diversify interest and connect a rambling series of incidents and defecu
racy characterizations into something like a sustained narrative;
and, above all, his pungent and lifelike dialogue, indicate that he
had made an intelligent study of the methods employed on the
contemporary stage. Not one of his novels taken as a whole would
make a good play ; but many single chapters would go admirably
as comic scenes, the brief lengths of narrative serving as stage
directions. Dekker, with a little manipulation, made first-rate low
comedy out of the story of Simon Eyre. Such dramatic qualities
as concentration and suspense were beyond him, but Deloney was
a capital hand at a story—a story, that is, of moderate compass and
no great complexity. Take the rivalry of Haunce the Dutchman
and John the Frenchman for that jolly wench Florence, and the
illusive tryst at Islington, from The Gentle Graft, as a good example.
Deloney came to grief when he was called upon to show constructive
skill. So admirable in the parts, he could not produce anything
recognizable as a unified whole, not even in Thomas of Reading.
The other two books are only strings of episodes or aggregates of
detachable stories. In this respect they fall far below Euphues,
the Arcadia, and The Unfortunate Traveller.
But when we turn to character-drawing, neither Lyly nor Sidney,'
not even Nashe, with his fierce portraits in the malevolent style of
a lampoon, has a leg to stand on in comparison with Deloney*
Master and Mistress Eyre, Richard the Cock of Westminster, Long

